

































A. Project!History!!On!August!9,!2013,!Messer/Prus/Delta!Railroad!began!construction!on!the!first!loop!of!the!Cincinnati!Streetcar!System.!At!a!price!tag!of!roughly!$149!million,!the!first!loop!will!be!3.6!miles!long!and!will!run!from!northern!downtown,!just!north!of!the!popular!Findlay!Market,!through!downtown,!and!to!the!popular!Banks!development!between!the!Cincinnati!Reds’!and!Cincinnati!Bengals’!stadiums.!Construction!is!scheduled!to!be!completed!in!March!2016.!Passenger!service!will!commence!in!September!2016.!A!map!of!the!system!is!included!in!Appendix!A.!!The!streetcar!project!is!almost!ten!years!in!the!making!and!has!been!a!point!of!political!contention!throughout!the!process.!The!project!survived!two!referendum!votes!before!construction!began!in!the!summer!of!2013.!After!new!mayor,!John!Cranley,!was!elected!in!November!2013,!the!project!was!paused!for!four!weeks!while!independent!auditors,!KPMG,!analyzed!the!costs!of!completing!and!halting!the!project.!Finally,!in!late!December!2013,!a!vetoWproof!city!council!majority!voted!to!finish!the!system.!At!the!heart!of!this!debate!was!whether!the!system!would!be!a!positive!investment!and!the!system’s!sustained!cost!to!the!city.!! !The!city!of!Cincinnati!touts!the!streetcar!system!as!a!means!to!improving!neighborhood!accessibility,!stimulating!development!and!creating!jobs.1!The!city!makes!the!following!claims!of!the!system’s!benefits:!a!streetcar!system!will!improve!neighborhood!accessibility!by!making!the!city’s!core!more!walkWable!and!by!decreasing!the!demand!for,!or!at!least,!slowing!the!growth!of!surface!and!structured!parking!spaces.!It!will!spur!development!by!turning!surface!parking!lots!and!vacant!buildings!along!the!route!into!residences!and!businesses,!which!will,!in!turn,!result!in!increased!property!values.!!! !





















Pre$Development- -$1,313,786-- -$-- -$1,313,786--
Design- -14,396,348-- -202,371-- -14,598,719--
Real-Estate- -2,010,143-- -$-- -2,010,143--
Construction-–-MPD- -69,384,983-- -2,000,000-- -71,384,983--
Utilities-(3rd-Party)- -6,147,858-- -77,207-- -6,225,065--
Vehicles- -23,111,373-- -2,101,722-- -25,213,095--
Fare-Vending- -500,000-- -50,000-- -550,000--
City-Project-Admin.- -4,250,676-- -190,801-- -4,441,476--
SORTA-Project-Admin.- -2,000,000-- -100,000-- -2,100,000--
Start$up- -250,000-- -$-- -250,000--
Unallocated-Contingency- -4,722,732-- -$-- -4,722,732--
Audit-Delay-Costs- -900,000-- -$-- -900,000--
Subtotal- -128,987,899-- -4,722,101-- -133,710,000--
Duke-Utilities-Escrow- -15,000,000-- -$-- -15,000,000--
Grand-Total- -$143,987,899-- -$4,722,101-- -$148,710,000--!The!capitalWspending!schedule!was!derived!using!the!following!method.!Costs!listed!as!expended!in!the!December!2013!report!were!included!in!2013!capital!spending.!The!remaining!costs!(base!costs!+!allocated!contingencies)!were!spread!evenly!over!the!remaining!27!months!of!construction.!A!construction!completion!date!of!March!2016!is!assumed.!A!summary!of!capital!spending!is!included!in!Table!2.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Table!2.!Capital!Spending!Schedule!
Capital$Expenditure$ 2013$ 2014$ 2015$ 2016$
Pre$Development- -$1,264,628-- -$21,848-- -$21,848-- -$5,462--
Design- -14,048,156-- -244,695-- -244,695-- -61,174--
Real-Estate- -2,011,186-- -- -- --
Construction$-MPD-
Contract- -8,146,534-- -28,105,977-- -28,105,977-- -7,026,494--
Utilities-(3rd-Party)- -383,397-- -2,596,297-- -2,596,297-- -649,074--
Vehicles- -2,557,109-- -10,069,327-- -10,069,327-- -2,517,332--
Fare-Vending- -- -- -- -550,000--
City-Project-Admin.- -1,154,504-- -1,460,877-- -1,460,877-- -365,219--
SORTA-Project-Admin.- -436,105-- -739,509-- -739,509-- -184,877--
Start$up- -- -111,111-- -111,111-- -27,778--
Unallocated-Contingency- -25,709-- -2,087,566-- -2,087,566-- -521,891--
Subtotal- -$30,027,328-- -$45,437,207-- -$45,437,207-- -$11,909,302--
Audit-Delay-Costs- -900,000-- -- -- --
Duke-Utilities-Escrow- -15,000,000-- -- -- --























Total$Ridership$ 2016$ 2025$ 2035$
Total-Daily-Trips- 3,703- 5,208- 5,752-
Diverted-from-Auto- 1,597- 1,768- 1,953-
Diverted-from-Bus- 905- 1,002- 1,107-
Diverted-from-Taxi- 160- 177- 195-















Residential$ Commercial$ Condos$ Residential$ Commercial$ Condos$
2.37%- 2.21%- 2.97%- 2.37%- 2.51%- 2.97%-!
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A!summary!of!2010!property!numbers!and!property!values!used!in!the!CBA!is!included!in!
Appendix!D.!Baseline!(without!streetcar)!growth!in!number!of!properties!and!property!values!were!applied!to!inflate!values!to!2016!levels.!In!the!current!CBA,!they!assume!that!the!first!ten!years!of!the!streetcar!will!be!a!rampWup!period.!Then,!appreciation!will!plateau!for!the!remaining!ten!years.!The!below!formula!is!used!for!the!first!ten!years!of!appreciation.!! (!×!"#$%!!"#$%"&'!!"#$%×!"#$%&'!!"#$%&$!!"#$)!+ ((1− !)×!"#$%!!"#$%"&'!!"#$%×!"#$%&'!!"#$%&$!!"#$)! !× !"#$%!!"!!"#$%&" + 1!"#$%!!"!!"#$%#&!!"#$%!"#$%& + 1  !!!=!0.3!!!!!!!!!=!26.5!!The!formula!for!the!second!ten!years!of!realization!is:!! (!"#$%!!"#$%"&'!!"#$%×!"#$%&'!!"#$%&$!!"#$)!  !!The!CBA!uses!the!transit!premiums!listed!in!Table!9.!In!determining!these!premiums,!the!authors!studied!the!effects!on!property!appreciation!in!the!following!cities!and!systems:!Dallas!(DART),!San!Diego!(LRTWDowntown),!San!Diego!(LRTWNorth),!Los!Angeles!(LRT),!San!Jose!(LRT),!St.!Louis!(LRT),!and!Metro!Arizona!(LRT).!Each!system’s!premium!was!weighted!by!corresponding!system!ridership!and!city!population.!!!Table!9.!Transit!Premiums!by!Zone!
Streetcar$Zone$ Residential$ Commercial$ Condos$
A1- 6.00%- 9.37%- 3.61%-
A2- 5.69%- 8.70%- 3.43%-
A3- 5.40%- 8.50%- 3.25%-
B1- 4.97%- 7.66%- 2.99%-
B2- 5.85%- 9.11%- 3.52%-
C1- 6.57%- 10.39%- 3.96%-
C2- 5.95%- 9.70%- 3.59%-























































































































Year$1$Demand$ 2017$ 2025$ 2035$
3,000-Riders- -$1,137,283-- -$1,539,946-- -$1,719,676--
3,250-Riders- -$1,232,057-- -$1,668,275-- -$1,862,982--
3,500-Riders- -$1,326,831-- -$1,796,603-- -$2,006,288--
Baseline:-3,703-Riders- -$1,403,787-- -$1,900,806-- -$2,122,653--
4,000-Riders- -$1,516,378-- -$2,053,261-- -$2,292,901--
4,250-Riders- -$1,611,152-- -$2,181,590-- -$2,436,207--!In!2017,!assuming!a!$1.00!fare,!attracting!3,000!riders!in!Year!1!results!in!a!shortfall!of!$2,228,621,!while!attracting!4,250!riders!closes!the!gap!to!$1,754,752.!With!a!$2.00!fare,!3,000!initial!daily!riders!results!in!a!shortfall!of!$1,091,397,!which!shrinks!to!$143,761!at!4,250!riders.!This!example!proves!that!inducing!rider!demand!is!the!most!direct!way!to!decrease!the!operating!shortfall.!However,!in!none!of!these!scenarios!do!inflows!from!fare!revenue!account!for!all!O&M!outflows.!!!Table!16.!Operating!Revenue!Projections!at!$2.00!Fare!
Year$1$Demand$ 2017$ 2025$ 2035$
3,000-Riders- -$2,274,567-- -$3,079,892-- -$3,439,351--
3,250-Riders- -$2,464,114-- -$3,336,549-- -$3,725,964--
3,500-Riders- -$2,653,661-- -$3,593,207-- -$4,012,576--
Baseline:-3,703-Riders- -$2,807,574-- -$3,801,613-- -$4,245,306--
4,000-Riders- -$3,032,756-- -$4,106,522-- -$4,585,802--
4,250-Riders- -$3,222,303-- -$4,363,180-- -$4,872,414--!Ridership!Demand!Growth:!Table!17!and!Table!18!exhibit!the!effects!of!ridership!demand!growth!estimates!on!fare!revenue!in!2017,!2025!and!2035.!Assumed!growth!rates!are!3.86%!and!1.11%!for!Years!1W
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10!and!Years!11W20,!respectively.!Even!under!the!most!optimistic!scenario,!fare!revenue!does!not!meet!2017!O&M!costs!($3,365,964),!resulting!in!a!shortfall!of!$541,130.!This!gap!will!continue!to!increase!as!O&M!costs!are!projected!to!increase!at!a!4.6%!average!annual!rate.!Again,!O&M!costs!for!2017,!2025,!and!2035!are!$3,365,964,!$4,882,494,!and!$7,898,780,!respectively.!!Table!17.!Operating!Revenue!Projections!at!$1.00!Fare!
Demand$Growth$ 2017$ 2025$ 2035$
Years-1$10:-2.00%,-Years-11$20:-0.50%- -$1,378,627-- -$1,615,281-- -$1,697,887--
Years-1$10:-3.00%,-Years-11$20:-1.00%- -$1,392,143-- -$1,763,525-- -$1,948,029--
Baseline:-Years-1$10:-3.86%,-Years-11$20:-1.11%- -$1,403,787-- -$1,900,806-- -$2,122,653--
Years-1$10:-4.50%,-Years-11$20:-1.50%- -$1,412,417-- -$2,008,599-- -$2,331,061--!Table!18.!Operating!Revenue!Projections!at!$2.00!Fare!
Demand$Growth$ 2017$ 2025$ 2035$
Years-1$10:-2.00%,-Years-11$20:-0.50%- -$2,757,254-- -$3,230,562-- -$3,395,774--
Years-1$10:-3.00%,-Years-11$20:-1.00%- -$2,784,286-- -$3,230,562-- -$3,896,057--
Baseline:-Years-1$10:-3.86%,-Years-11$20:-1.11%- -$2,807,574-- -$3,527,050-- -$4,245,306--







































-$1.00-- -$1,403,767-- 42%- -$2,122,377-- 27%-
-$1.25-- -$1,754,708-- 52%- -$2,652,971-- 34%-
-$1.50-- -$2,105,650-- 63%- -$3,183,566-- 40%-








































































































































Fare+Revenue 450,532$+++++++++ 1,403,767$+++ 1,457,952$+++ 1,514,229$+++ 1,572,678$+++ 1,633,384$+++ 1,696,432$+++ 1,761,914$+++ 1,829,924$+++
Liquidation+Value+of+Streetcar+System
Pavement+Maintenance+Savings 168+++++++++++++++++++ 461+++++++++++++++++ 480+++++++++++++++++ 480+++++++++++++++++ 480+++++++++++++++++ 480+++++++++++++++++ 480+++++++++++++++++ 480+++++++++++++++++ 480+++++++++++++++++
Incremental+Property+Tax+Revenue+(as+result+of+transit+premium)
Residential+Property+Taxes 25,590+++++++++++++ 30,068+++++++++++ 34,546+++++++++++ 39,024+++++++++++ 43,502+++++++++++ 47,981+++++++++++ 52,459+++++++++++ 56,937+++++++++++ 61,415+++++++++++
Commercial+Property+Taxes 125,235+++++++++++ 147,151+++++++++ 169,067+++++++++ 190,983+++++++++ 212,899+++++++++ 234,815+++++++++ 256,731+++++++++ 278,647+++++++++ 300,564+++++++++
Condo+Property+Taxes 2,278++++++++++++++++ 2,676+++++++++++++ 3,075+++++++++++++ 3,473+++++++++++++ 3,872+++++++++++++ 4,270+++++++++++++ 4,669+++++++++++++ 5,068+++++++++++++ 5,466+++++++++++++
Total+Incremental+Property+Tax+Revenue 153,102+++++++++++ 179,895+++++++++ 206,688+++++++++ 233,481+++++++++ 260,273+++++++++ 287,066+++++++++ 313,859+++++++++ 340,652+++++++++ 367,445+++++++++
Total%Cash%In 51,410,000++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ 603,801+++++++++++ 1,584,122++++++ 1,665,120++++++ 1,748,190++++++ 1,833,432++++++ 1,920,930++++++ 2,010,772++++++ 2,103,047++++++ 2,197,850++++++
Cash%Out
Capital+Expenditures
PreGDevelopment 1,264,628++++++++ 21,848+++++++++++ 21,848+++++++++++ 5,462++++++++++++++++
Design 14,048,156++++++ 244,695+++++++++ 244,695+++++++++ 61,174+++++++++++++
Real+Estate 2,011,186++++++++
ConstructionG+MPD+Contract 8,146,534++++++++ 28,105,977+++ 28,105,977+++ 7,026,494++++++++
Utilities+(3rd+Party) 383,397+++++++++++ 2,596,297++++++ 2,596,297++++++ 649,074+++++++++++
Vehicles 2,557,109++++++++ 10,069,327+++ 10,069,327+++ 2,517,332++++++++
Fare+Vending 550,000+++++++++++
City+Project+Admin. 1,154,504++++++++ 1,460,877++++++ 1,460,877++++++ 365,219+++++++++++
SORTA+Project+Admin. 436,105+++++++++++ 739,509+++++++++ 739,509+++++++++ 184,877+++++++++++
StartGup 111,111+++++++++ 111,111+++++++++ 27,778+++++++++++++
Unallocated+Contingency 25,709+++++++++++++ 2,087,566++++++ 2,087,566++++++ 521,891+++++++++++
Audit+Delay+Costs 900,000+++++++++++
Duke+Utilities+Escrow 15,000,000++++++
Total+Capital+Costs 45,927,328++++++ 45,437,207+++ 45,437,207+++ 11,909,302++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++
Operating+&+Maintenance+Expenditures
Labor+Total 1,571,692 1,657,824 1,753,549 1,854,787 1,997,261 2,120,637 2,251,635 2,390,724 2,538,406
NonGLabor+Total 1,364,289 1,402,143 1,441,074 1,481,115 1,522,296 1,564,578 1,608,035 1,652,699 1,698,603
General/Administrative/Other 322,958 1,614,790 293,598 305,997 319,462 333,590 351,956 368,279 385,360 403,232 421,933
Total+Operating+and+Maintenance+Costs G++++++++++++++++++++++++ 322,958+++++++++ 1,614,790++++++ 3,229,579++++++++ 3,365,964++++++ 3,514,085++++++ 3,669,492++++++ 3,871,513++++++ 4,053,495++++++ 4,245,029++++++ 4,446,655++++++ 4,658,942++++++
Total%Cash%Out 45,927,328++++++ 45,760,164+++ 47,051,996+++ 15,138,881++++++ 3,365,964++++++ 3,514,085++++++ 3,669,492++++++ 3,871,513++++++ 4,053,495++++++ 4,245,029++++++ 4,446,655++++++ 4,658,942++++++
Net%Cash%Flow%to%the%City 5,482,672++++++++ (45,760,164)++ (47,051,996)++ (14,535,079)++++ (1,781,842)++++ (1,848,965)++++ (1,921,302)++++ (2,038,081)++++ (2,132,565)++++ (2,234,258)++++ (2,343,608)++++ (2,461,093)++++






1,900,559$+++ 1,921,656$+++ 1,942,986$+++ 1,964,553$+++ 1,986,360$+++ 2,008,408$+++ 2,030,702$+++ 2,053,242$+++ 2,076,033$+++ 2,099,077$+++ 2,122,377$+++ 35,426,765++++++
35,438,293+++ 35,438,293++++++
480+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 501+++++++++++++++++ 9,479++++++++++++++++
65,893+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 70,372+++++++++++ 1,161,131++++++++
322,480+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 344,396+++++++++ 5,682,530++++++++
5,865+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 6,263+++++++++++++ 103,343+++++++++++
394,238+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 421,031+++++++++ 6,947,004++++++++














G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ G++++++++++++++++++++++ 148,711,043+++
2,695,210 2,861,701 3,038,476 3,226,170 3,425,460 3,637,060 3,861,731 4,100,280 4,353,566 4,622,497 4,908,041 58,866,706++++++
1,745,782 1,794,272 1,844,108 1,895,329 1,947,972 2,002,078 2,057,686 2,114,839 2,173,579 2,233,951 2,296,000 35,840,427++++++
441,502 461,978 483,404 505,824 529,284 553,831 579,517 606,394 634,518 663,946 694,739 11,276,094++++++
4,882,494++++++ 5,117,951++++++ 5,365,988++++++ 5,627,323++++++ 5,902,715++++++ 6,192,968++++++ 6,498,934++++++ 6,821,514++++++ 7,161,663++++++ 7,520,395++++++ 7,898,780++++++ 105,983,227+++
4,882,494++++++ 5,117,951++++++ 5,365,988++++++ 5,627,323++++++ 5,902,715++++++ 6,192,968++++++ 6,498,934++++++ 6,821,514++++++ 7,161,663++++++ 7,520,395++++++ 7,898,780++++++ 254,694,270+++












































Residential* Base'Year Year'1 Year'2 Year'3
Streetcar*Zone 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
A1 381 390 399 409 418 428 438 449 460
A2 150 154 157 161 165 169 173 177 181
A3 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47
B1 47 48 49 50 52 53 54 55 57
B2 172 176 180 185 189 193 198 203 207
C1 200 205 210 215 220 225 230 236 241
C2 28 29 29 30 31 31 32 33 34
C3 33 34 35 35 36 37 38 39 40
Commercial Base'Year Year'1 Year'2 Year'3
Streetcar*Zone 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
A1 347 355 363 371 379 387 396 404 413
A2 342 350 357 365 373 381 390 399 407
A3 83 85 87 89 91 93 95 97 99
B1 366 374 382 391 399 408 417 427 436
B2 462 472 483 493 504 515 527 538 550
C1 38 39 40 41 41 42 43 44 45
C2 619 633 647 661 676 690 706 721 737
C3 648 662 677 692 707 723 739 755 772
Condo Base'Year Year'1 Year'2 Year'3
Streetcar*Zone 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
A1 100 103 106 109 112 116 119 123 126
A2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
A3 7 7 7 8 8 8 8 9 9
B1 15 15 16 16 17 17 18 18 19
B2 117 120 124 128 132 135 139 144 148
C1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
C2 51 53 54 56 57 59 61 63 64
C3 55 57 58 60 62 64 66 68 70
Year'4 Year'5 Year'6 Year'7 Year'8 Year'9 Year'10 Year'11 Year'12 Year'13
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
470 482 493 505 517 529 541 554 567 581
185 190 194 199 203 208 213 218 223 229
48 49 50 52 53 54 55 57 58 59
58 59 61 62 64 65 67 68 70 72
212 217 223 228 233 239 244 250 256 262
247 253 259 265 271 278 284 291 298 305
35 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43
41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
Year'4 Year'5 Year'6 Year'7 Year'8 Year'9 Year'10 Year'11 Year'12 Year'13
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
422 432 441 451 461 471 482 492 503 514
416 426 435 445 454 464 475 485 496 507
101 103 106 108 110 113 115 118 120 123
446 455 465 476 486 497 508 519 531 542
562 575 588 601 614 627 641 655 670 685
46 47 48 49 50 52 53 54 55 56
754 770 787 805 822 841 859 878 898 917
789 806 824 842 861 880 899 919 940 960
Year'4 Year'5 Year'6 Year'7 Year'8 Year'9 Year'10 Year'11 Year'12 Year'13
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
130 134 138 142 146 151 155 160 164 169
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
9 9 10 10 10 11 11 11 12 12
20 20 21 21 22 23 23 24 25 25
152 157 161 166 171 176 181 187 192 198
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2
66 68 70 72 75 77 79 81 84 86
72 74 76 78 80 83 85 88 90 93
Year'14 Year'15 Year'16 Year'17 Year'18 Year'19 Year'20
2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
595 609 623 638 653 668 684
234 240 245 251 257 263 269
61 62 64 65 67 68 70
73 75 77 79 81 82 84
268 275 281 288 295 302 309
312 320 327 335 343 351 359
44 45 46 47 48 49 50
51 53 54 55 57 58 59
Year'14 Year'15 Year'16 Year'17 Year'18 Year'19 Year'20
2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
526 537 549 561 574 586 599
518 530 541 553 565 578 591
126 129 131 134 137 140 143
554 567 579 592 605 618 632
700 715 731 747 764 781 798
58 59 60 61 63 64 66
938 958 980 1,001 1,023 1,046 1,069
982 1,003 1,026 1,048 1,071 1,095 1,119
Year'14 Year'15 Year'16 Year'17 Year'18 Year'19 Year'20
2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
174 180 185 190 196 202 208
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
12 13 13 13 14 14 15
26 27 28 29 29 30 31
204 210 216 223 229 236 243
2 2 2 2 2 2 2
89 92 94 97 100 103 106
96 99 102 105 108 111 114
Average'Baseline'Property'Value'Growth'='Property'Value'*'('1'+'Baseline'Growth'Rate')
Residential* Base'Year Year'1 Year'2 Year'3
Streetcar*Zone 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
A1 111,003$******** 113,634$******** 116,327$******** 119,084$******** 121,906$******** 124,795$******** 127,753$******** 130,781$******** 133,880$********
A2 81,098************* 83,020************* 84,988************* 87,002************* 89,064************* 91,175************* 93,335************* 95,547************* 97,812*************
A3 61,111************* 62,559************* 64,042************* 65,560************* 67,114************* 68,704************* 70,332************* 71,999************* 73,706*************
B1 339,457********** 347,502********** 355,738********** 364,169********** 372,800********** 381,635********** 390,680********** 399,939********** 409,417**********
B2 146,437********** 149,908********** 153,460********** 157,097********** 160,821********** 164,632********** 168,534********** 172,528********** 176,617**********
C1 1,676,044******* 1,715,766******* 1,756,430******* 1,798,057******* 1,840,671******* 1,884,295******* 1,928,953******* 1,974,669******* 2,021,469*******
C2 2,483,736******* 2,542,601******* 2,602,860******* 2,664,548******* 2,727,698******* 2,792,344******* 2,858,523******* 2,926,270******* 2,995,622*******
C3 2,587,953******* 2,649,287******* 2,712,076******* 2,776,352******* 2,842,151******* 2,909,510******* 2,978,466******* 3,049,055******* 3,121,318*******
Commercial Base'Year Year'1 Year'2 Year'3
Streetcar*Zone 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
A1 120,086********** 123,100********** 126,190********** 129,357********** 132,604********** 135,933********** 139,344********** 142,842********** 146,427**********
A2 67,707************* 69,406************* 71,149************* 72,934************* 74,765************* 76,642************* 78,565************* 80,537************* 82,559*************
A3 115,580********** 118,481********** 121,455********** 124,503********** 127,628********** 130,832********** 134,116********** 137,482********** 140,933**********
B1 531,298********** 544,634********** 558,304********** 572,317********** 586,682********** 601,408********** 616,504********** 631,978********** 647,840**********
B2 306,408********** 314,099********** 321,983********** 330,064********** 338,349********** 346,842********** 355,547********** 364,472********** 373,620**********
C1 1,676,044******* 1,718,113******* 1,761,237******* 1,805,444******* 1,850,761******* 1,897,215******* 1,944,835******* 1,993,651******* 2,043,691*******
C2 1,693,926******* 1,736,444******* 1,780,028******* 1,824,707******* 1,870,507******* 1,917,457******* 1,965,585******* 2,014,921******* 2,065,496*******
C3 710,955********** 728,800********** 747,093********** 765,845********** 785,068********** 804,773********** 824,973********** 845,679********** 866,906**********
Condo Base'Year Year'1 Year'2 Year'3
Streetcar*Zone 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018
A1 136,476********** 140,529********** 144,703********** 149,001********** 153,426********** 157,983********** 162,675********** 167,506********** 172,481**********
A2 253,250********** 260,772********** 268,516********** 276,491********** 284,703********** 293,159********** 301,866********** 310,831********** 320,063**********
A3 234,690********** 241,660********** 248,838********** 256,228********** 263,838********** 271,674********** 279,743********** 288,051********** 296,606**********
B1 304,446********** 313,488********** 322,799********** 332,386********** 342,258********** 352,423********** 362,890********** 373,667********** 384,765**********
B2 197,584********** 203,452********** 209,495********** 215,717********** 222,124********** 228,721********** 235,514********** 242,508********** 249,711**********
C1 235,694********** 242,694********** 249,902********** 257,324********** 264,967********** 272,836********** 280,939********** 289,283********** 297,875**********
C2 341,030********** 351,159********** 361,588********** 372,327********** 383,385********** 394,772********** 406,497********** 418,569********** 431,001**********
C3 305,272********** 314,339********** 323,674********** 333,288********** 343,186********** 353,379********** 363,874********** 374,681********** 385,809**********
Year'4 Year'5 Year'6 Year'7 Year'8 Year'9 Year'10 Year'11 Year'12 Year'13
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
137,053$******** 140,301$******** 143,626$******** 147,030$******** 150,515$******** 154,082$******** 157,734$******** 161,472$******** 165,299$******** 169,217$********
100,130********** 102,503********** 104,932********** 107,419********** 109,965********** 112,571********** 115,239********** 117,970********** 120,766********** 123,629**********
75,453************* 77,241************* 79,071************* 80,945************* 82,864************* 84,828************* 86,838************* 88,896************* 91,003************* 93,160*************
419,121********** 429,054********** 439,222********** 449,632********** 460,288********** 471,197********** 482,364********** 493,797********** 505,499********** 517,480**********
180,803********** 185,088********** 189,474********** 193,965********** 198,562********** 203,268********** 208,085********** 213,017********** 218,065********** 223,234**********
2,069,378******* 2,118,422******* 2,168,628******* 2,220,025******* 2,272,640******* 2,326,501******* 2,381,639******* 2,438,084******* 2,495,867******* 2,555,019*******
3,066,619******* 3,139,297******* 3,213,699******* 3,289,863******* 3,367,833******* 3,447,651******* 3,529,360******* 3,613,006******* 3,698,634******* 3,786,292*******
3,195,293******* 3,271,022******* 3,348,545******* 3,427,905******* 3,509,147******* 3,592,314******* 3,677,451******* 3,764,607******* 3,853,828******* 3,945,164*******
Year'4 Year'5 Year'6 Year'7 Year'8 Year'9 Year'10 Year'11 Year'12 Year'13
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
150,103********** 153,870********** 157,732********** 161,691********** 165,750********** 169,910********** 174,175********** 178,547********** 183,028********** 187,622**********
84,631************* 86,755************* 88,933************* 91,165************* 93,453************* 95,799************* 98,204************* 100,668********** 103,195********** 105,785**********
144,470********** 148,097********** 151,814********** 155,624********** 159,530********** 163,535********** 167,639********** 171,847********** 176,161********** 180,582**********
664,101********** 680,770********** 697,857********** 715,374********** 733,330********** 751,736********** 770,605********** 789,947********** 809,775********** 830,100**********
382,998********** 392,611********** 402,466********** 412,567********** 422,923********** 433,538********** 444,420********** 455,575********** 467,010********** 478,732**********
2,094,988******* 2,147,572******* 2,201,476******* 2,256,733******* 2,313,377******* 2,371,443******* 2,430,966******* 2,491,983******* 2,554,532******* 2,618,651*******
2,117,340******* 2,170,485******* 2,224,964******* 2,280,811******* 2,338,059******* 2,396,744******* 2,456,903******* 2,518,571******* 2,581,787******* 2,646,590*******
888,665********** 910,971********** 933,836********** 957,275********** 981,303********** 1,005,934******* 1,031,183******* 1,057,065******* 1,083,598******* 1,110,796*******
Year'4 Year'5 Year'6 Year'7 Year'8 Year'9 Year'10 Year'11 Year'12 Year'13
2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
177,604********** 182,879********** 188,310********** 193,903********** 199,662********** 205,592********** 211,698********** 217,986********** 224,460********** 231,126**********
329,569********** 339,357********** 349,436********** 359,814********** 370,500********** 381,504********** 392,835********** 404,502********** 416,516********** 428,886**********
305,415********** 314,486********** 323,827********** 333,444********** 343,347********** 353,545********** 364,045********** 374,857********** 385,991********** 397,454**********
396,193********** 407,960********** 420,076********** 432,552********** 445,399********** 458,628********** 472,249********** 486,275********** 500,717********** 515,588**********
257,127********** 264,764********** 272,627********** 280,725********** 289,062********** 297,647********** 306,487********** 315,590********** 324,963********** 334,614**********
306,722********** 315,832********** 325,212********** 334,871********** 344,816********** 355,057********** 365,603********** 376,461********** 387,642********** 399,155**********
443,802********** 456,983********** 470,555********** 484,531********** 498,921********** 513,739********** 528,997********** 544,708********** 560,886********** 577,544**********
397,268********** 409,067********** 421,216********** 433,726********** 446,608********** 459,872********** 473,530********** 487,594********** 502,076********** 516,987**********
Year'14 Year'15 Year'16 Year'17 Year'18 Year'19 Year'20
2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
173,227$******** 177,333$******** 181,535$******** 185,838$******** 190,242$******** 194,751$******** 199,367$********
126,559********** 129,558********** 132,629********** 135,772********** 138,990********** 142,284********** 145,656**********
95,368************* 97,628************* 99,942************* 102,310********** 104,735********** 107,217********** 109,758**********
529,744********** 542,299********** 555,152********** 568,309********** 581,778********** 595,566********** 609,681**********
228,524********** 233,940********** 239,485********** 245,160********** 250,971********** 256,919********** 263,008**********
2,615,573******* 2,677,562******* 2,741,020******* 2,805,982******* 2,872,484******* 2,940,562******* 3,010,253*******
3,876,027******* 3,967,889******* 4,061,928******* 4,158,196******* 4,256,745******* 4,357,630******* 4,460,905*******
4,038,664******* 4,134,381******* 4,232,365******* 4,332,672******* 4,435,357******* 4,540,475******* 4,648,084*******
Year'14 Year'15 Year'16 Year'17 Year'18 Year'19 Year'20
2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
192,332********** 197,159********** 202,108********** 207,181********** 212,381********** 217,712********** 223,176**********
108,441********** 111,162********** 113,953********** 116,813********** 119,745********** 122,750********** 125,832**********
185,115********** 189,761********** 194,524********** 199,407********** 204,412********** 209,543********** 214,802**********
850,935********** 872,294********** 894,189********** 916,633********** 939,640********** 963,225********** 987,402**********
490,748********** 503,066********** 515,693********** 528,637********** 541,905********** 555,507********** 569,450**********
2,684,379******* 2,751,757******* 2,820,826******* 2,891,629******* 2,964,209******* 3,038,610******* 3,114,880*******
2,713,019******* 2,781,116******* 2,850,922******* 2,922,480******* 2,995,834******* 3,071,030******* 3,148,113*******
1,138,677******* 1,167,258******* 1,196,556******* 1,226,590******* 1,257,377******* 1,288,937******* 1,321,289*******
Year'14 Year'15 Year'16 Year'17 Year'18 Year'19 Year'20
2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035
237,991********** 245,059********** 252,337********** 259,832********** 267,549********** 275,495********** 283,677**********
441,624********** 454,741********** 468,246********** 482,153********** 496,473********** 511,218********** 526,402**********
409,259********** 421,414********** 433,930********** 446,818********** 460,088********** 473,753********** 487,823**********
530,901********** 546,669********** 562,905********** 579,623********** 596,838********** 614,564********** 632,817**********
344,552********** 354,786********** 365,323********** 376,173********** 387,345********** 398,849********** 410,695**********
411,010********** 423,217********** 435,786********** 448,729********** 462,056********** 475,779********** 489,910**********
594,698********** 612,360********** 630,547********** 649,274********** 668,558********** 688,414********** 708,860**********



















Residential* Year(1 Year(2 Year(3 Year(4 Year(5 Year(6 Year(7 Year(8 Year(9 Year(10 Year(11
Streetcar*Zone 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
A1 71,976******** 84,572******** 97,167******** 109,763***** 122,359******* 134,955******* 147,550******* 160,146******* 172,742******* 185,338******* 197,933*******
A2 19,633******** 23,069******** 26,505******** 29,940******** 33,376********** 36,812********** 40,248********** 43,684********** 47,119********** 50,555********** 53,991**********
A3 3,651********** 4,289********** 4,928********** 5,567********** 6,206************ 6,845************ 7,484************ 8,122************ 8,761************ 9,400************ 10,039**********
B1 22,491******** 26,427******** 30,363******** 34,299******** 38,235********** 42,171********** 46,107********** 50,043********** 53,979********** 57,915********** 61,851**********
B2 41,794******** 49,108******** 56,421******** 63,735******** 71,049********** 78,363********** 85,677********** 92,991********** 100,305******* 107,619******* 114,933*******
C1 624,678***** 733,996***** 843,315***** 952,634***** 1,061,952**** 1,171,271**** 1,280,589**** 1,389,908**** 1,499,227**** 1,608,545**** 1,717,864****
C2 117,370***** 137,909***** 158,449***** 178,989***** 199,528******* 220,068******* 240,608******* 261,147******* 281,687******* 302,227******* 322,766*******
C3 142,437***** 167,364***** 192,290***** 217,216***** 242,143******* 267,069******* 291,996******* 316,922******* 341,849******* 366,775******* 391,702*******
Total 1,044,029** 1,226,734** 1,409,439** 1,592,144** 1,774,849**** 1,957,554**** 2,140,259**** 2,322,964**** 2,505,669**** 2,688,374**** 2,871,079****
Commercial Year(1 Year(2 Year(3 Year(4 Year(5 Year(6 Year(7 Year(8 Year(9 Year(10 Year(11
Streetcar*Zone 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
A1 107,378***** 126,169***** 144,960***** 163,751***** 182,542******* 201,334******* 220,125******* 238,916******* 257,707******* 276,498******* 295,289*******
A2 55,403******** 65,098******** 74,794******** 84,489******** 94,185********** 103,880******* 113,576******* 123,271******* 132,967******* 142,662******* 152,358*******
A3 22,425******** 26,349******** 30,274******** 34,198******** 38,123********** 42,047********** 45,971********** 49,896********** 53,820********** 57,744********** 61,669**********
B1 409,639***** 481,326***** 553,013***** 624,700***** 696,387******* 768,074******* 839,760******* 911,447******* 983,134******* 1,054,821**** 1,126,508****
B2 354,661***** 416,727***** 478,793***** 540,859***** 602,924******* 664,990******* 727,056******* 789,122******* 851,187******* 913,253******* 975,319*******
C1 181,986***** 213,834***** 245,681***** 277,529***** 309,376******* 341,224******* 373,071******* 404,919******* 436,767******* 468,614******* 500,462*******
C2 2,797,115** 3,286,610** 3,776,106** 4,265,601** 4,755,096**** 5,244,591**** 5,734,086**** 6,223,581**** 6,713,077**** 7,202,572**** 7,692,067****
C3 1,180,828** 1,387,473** 1,594,118** 1,800,762** 2,007,407**** 2,214,052**** 2,420,697**** 2,627,342**** 2,833,987**** 3,040,632**** 3,247,276****
Total 5,109,436** 6,003,587** 6,897,738** 7,791,889** 8,686,041**** 9,580,192**** 10,474,343** 11,368,494** 12,262,646** 13,156,797** 14,050,948**
Condo Year(1 Year(2 Year(3 Year(4 Year(5 Year(6 Year(7 Year(8 Year(9 Year(10 Year(11
Streetcar*Zone 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026
A1 16,750******** 19,681******** 22,613******** 25,544******** 28,475********** 31,406********** 34,338********** 37,269********** 40,200********** 43,131********** 46,063**********
A2 295************* 347************* 399************* 450************* 502*************** 554*************** 605*************** 657*************** 709*************** 760*************** 812***************
A3 1,815********** 2,133********** 2,451********** 2,768********** 3,086************ 3,404************ 3,721************ 4,039************ 4,357************ 4,674************ 4,992************
B1 4,642********** 5,455********** 6,267********** 7,079********** 7,892************ 8,704************ 9,517************ 10,329********** 11,141********** 11,954********** 12,766**********
B2 27,665******** 32,507******** 37,348******** 42,189******** 47,031********** 51,872********** 56,714********** 61,555********** 66,396********** 71,238********** 76,079**********
C1 317************* 373************* 428************* 484************* 539*************** 595*************** 651*************** 706*************** 762*************** 817*************** 873***************
C2 21,228******** 24,943******** 28,658******** 32,373******** 36,088********** 39,803********** 43,518********** 47,232********** 50,947********** 54,662********** 58,377**********
C3 20,207******** 23,743******** 27,280******** 30,816******** 34,352********** 37,889********** 41,425********** 44,961********** 48,497********** 52,034********** 55,570**********
Total 92,921******** 109,182***** 125,443***** 141,704***** 157,965******* 174,226******* 190,487******* 206,748******* 223,010******* 239,271******* 255,532*******
Total 6,246,385** 7,339,502** 8,432,620** 9,525,737** 10,618,854** 11,711,972** 12,805,089** 13,898,207** 14,991,324** 16,084,441** 17,177,559**
Year(12 Year(13 Year(14 Year(15 Year(16 Year(17 Year(18 Year(19 Year(20
2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 Total
197,933******* 197,933******* 197,933******* 197,933******* 197,933******* 197,933******* 197,933******* 197,933******* 197,933******* 3,265,899******
53,991********** 53,991********** 53,991********** 53,991********** 53,991********** 53,991********** 53,991********** 53,991********** 53,991********** 890,852**********
10,039********** 10,039********** 10,039********** 10,039********** 10,039********** 10,039********** 10,039********** 10,039********** 10,039********** 165,642**********
61,851********** 61,851********** 61,851********** 61,851********** 61,851********** 61,851********** 61,851********** 61,851********** 61,851********** 1,020,542******
114,933******* 114,933******* 114,933******* 114,933******* 114,933******* 114,933******* 114,933******* 114,933******* 114,933******* 1,896,387******
1,717,864**** 1,717,864**** 1,717,864**** 1,717,864**** 1,717,864**** 1,717,864**** 1,717,864**** 1,717,864**** 1,717,864**** 28,344,751****
322,766******* 322,766******* 322,766******* 322,766******* 322,766******* 322,766******* 322,766******* 322,766******* 322,766******* 5,325,646******
391,702******* 391,702******* 391,702******* 391,702******* 391,702******* 391,702******* 391,702******* 391,702******* 391,702******* 6,463,080******
2,871,079**** 2,871,079**** 2,871,079**** 2,871,079**** 2,871,079**** 2,871,079**** 2,871,079**** 2,871,079**** 2,871,079**** 47,372,800****
Year(12 Year(13 Year(14 Year(15 Year(16 Year(17 Year(18 Year(19 Year(20
2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 Total
295,289******* 295,289******* 295,289******* 295,289******* 295,289******* 295,289******* 295,289******* 295,289******* 295,289******* 4,872,273******
152,358******* 152,358******* 152,358******* 152,358******* 152,358******* 152,358******* 152,358******* 152,358******* 152,358******* 2,513,906******
61,669********** 61,669********** 61,669********** 61,669********** 61,669********** 61,669********** 61,669********** 61,669********** 61,669********** 1,017,536******
1,126,508**** 1,126,508**** 1,126,508**** 1,126,508**** 1,126,508**** 1,126,508**** 1,126,508**** 1,126,508**** 1,126,508**** 18,587,382****
975,319******* 975,319******* 975,319******* 975,319******* 975,319******* 975,319******* 975,319******* 975,319******* 975,319******* 16,092,764****
500,462******* 500,462******* 500,462******* 500,462******* 500,462******* 500,462******* 500,462******* 500,462******* 500,462******* 8,257,617******
7,692,067**** 7,692,067**** 7,692,067**** 7,692,067**** 7,692,067**** 7,692,067**** 7,692,067**** 7,692,067**** 7,692,067**** 126,919,104**
3,247,276**** 3,247,276**** 3,247,276**** 3,247,276**** 3,247,276**** 3,247,276**** 3,247,276**** 3,247,276**** 3,247,276**** 53,580,062****
14,050,948** 14,050,948** 14,050,948** 14,050,948** 14,050,948** 14,050,948** 14,050,948** 14,050,948** 14,050,948** 231,840,643**
Year(12 Year(13 Year(14 Year(15 Year(16 Year(17 Year(18 Year(19 Year(20
2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 Total
46,063********** 46,063********** 46,063********** 46,063********** 46,063********** 46,063********** 46,063********** 46,063********** 46,063********** 760,035**********
812*************** 812*************** 812*************** 812*************** 812*************** 812*************** 812*************** 812*************** 812*************** 13,400************
4,992************ 4,992************ 4,992************ 4,992************ 4,992************ 4,992************ 4,992************ 4,992************ 4,992************ 82,366************
12,766********** 12,766********** 12,766********** 12,766********** 12,766********** 12,766********** 12,766********** 12,766********** 12,766********** 210,641**********
76,079********** 76,079********** 76,079********** 76,079********** 76,079********** 76,079********** 76,079********** 76,079********** 76,079********** 1,255,308******
873*************** 873*************** 873*************** 873*************** 873*************** 873*************** 873*************** 873*************** 873*************** 14,398************
58,377********** 58,377********** 58,377********** 58,377********** 58,377********** 58,377********** 58,377********** 58,377********** 58,377********** 963,224**********
55,570********** 55,570********** 55,570********** 55,570********** 55,570********** 55,570********** 55,570********** 55,570********** 55,570********** 916,902**********
255,532******* 255,532******* 255,532******* 255,532******* 255,532******* 255,532******* 255,532******* 255,532******* 255,532******* 4,216,275******
17,177,559** 17,177,559** 17,177,559** 17,177,559** 17,177,559** 17,177,559** 17,177,559** 17,177,559** 17,177,559** 283,429,718**
!! !
Appendix*F:*Sources*Used*for*Data*and*Perspectives*!Three!types!of!literature!were!used:!materials!specific!to!the!city!of!Cincinnati,!materials!related!to!infrastructure/rail!investment,!and!CBA!considerations.!!!Materials!Specific!to!the!City!of!Cincinnati:!The!bulk!of!research!for!this!report!centered!on!the!following!analyses!listed!earlier:!the!
Cincinnati!Streetcar!Feasibility!Study,!Cincinnati!Streetcar!Feasibility!Study:!Risk!AnalysisQ!
Investment!and!Finance!Economics!and!Policy!Final!Report,!the!Assessment!of!the!Cincinnati!
Streetcar!Feasibility!Study!and!the!Uptown!Feasibility!Study.!These!reports!provided!perspective!of!the!planning!process,!engineering,!and!operation!of!the!streetcar!system.!As!mentioned!previously,!the!CBA!prepared!by!HDR!Decision!Economics!serves!as!the!basis!for!benefit!calculations!and!projected!ridership.!The!CBA!estimated!an!array!of!benefits!to!the!city.!However,!only!benefits!that!resulted!in!direct!revenue!or!cost!savings!to!the!city!were!included!in!this!analysis.!These!reports!also!included!analysis!of!the!Uptown!Connector,!which!is!yet!to!be!built,!and,!thus,!was!not!included!in!this!analysis.!!! !The!City!of!Cincinnati!posts!on!its!website!each!month!a!streetcar!construction!update.!Included!in!this!update!is!a!breakdown!of!expenses!in!terms!of!budgeted,!encumbered,!and!expended.!For!this!analysis,!capital!spending!figures!as!of!December!31,!2013!are!derived!from!these!reports!and!were!confirmed!by!the!City!of!Cincinnati.!These!figures!are!based!on!work!completed!and!established!contracts!and!include!allocated!contingencies!of!roughly!$4.7!million.!These!factors!decrease!the!risk!of!capital!cost!overruns!and,!thus,!the!risk!in!capital!cost!estimates.!!!Operations!and!Maintenance!costs!are!derived!from!the!Operations!and!Maintenance!
Management!Model:!Cost!Assumptions!&!Preliminary!Pricing!Report!completed!by!Transportation!Resource!Associates!for!the!Southwest!Ohio!Regional!Transit!Authority!(SORTA).!!Projections!are!broken!down!into!Labor,!NonWLabor,!and!Other/General/Administrative,!then,!are!broken!down!further!under!each!category.!Historic!real!price!changes!were!used!categorically!to!estimate!the!annual!increase!in!costs.!!!To!better!understand!the!current!financial!landscape!of!the!City!of!Cincinnati,!Moody’s!Investors!Service’s!Rating!Update!for!July!2013!was!analyzed.13!This!report!provided!a!glimpse!into!the!city’s!revenue!channels,!current!obligations,!and!sources!of!financial!stress.!According!to!Moody’s!report,!“unfunded!pension!liabilities!and!a!reliance!on!a!number!of!oneWtime!budget!solutions!in!recent!years”!are!reflected!in!the!negative!outlook.!This!evaluation!of!the!city’s!finances!helped!guide!the!strategy!for!addressing!the!system’s!operating!shortfall.!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!13!Moody’s!Investor!Service.!Rating!Update:!Moody’s!Downgrades!Cincinnati’s!(OH)!GO!to!Aa2!from!Aa1;!Downgrades!Economic!Development,!NonWtax!Revenue!and!Convention!Facilities!Second!Lien!Revenue,!Series!2004!debt!to!Aa3!from!Aa2;!Outlook!Revised!to!Negative.!July!2013.!!
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Three!reports!from!the!University!of!Cincinnati’s!Economics!Center!were!evaluated.!First,!
An!Assessment!of!the!Cincinnati!Streetcar!Study!was!analyzed.14!This!study!was!chosen!to!observe!local!economists’!perspective!of!the!CBA!conducted!for!the!streetcar.!The!study!points!out!three!relevant!factors:!(1)!evidence!of!economic!benefits!along!Portland,!OR!streetcar!lines,!(2)!ridership!benefits!to!riders!and!nonWriders!in!terms!of!reduced!congestion!along!the!line,!and!(3)!using!tax!increment!financing!to!help!fund!the!system.!The!first!point!provides!evidence!for!the!projected!property!value!growth,!which!leads!to!incremental!property!tax!growth.!The!second!and!third!points!help!inform!the!decisionWmaking!process!for!funding!the!operating!shortfall.!!!
A!Peer!City!Public!Transportation!Review!analyzed!Cincinnati’s!transportation!infrastructure!compared!to!peer!cities.!The!analysis!focused!on!transit!capacity,!operational!efficiency,!and!local!and!state!government!support.!This!provided!important!context!for!the!public!transportation!landscape!and!operational!performance!of!SORTA,!who!will!oversee!operations!of!the!streetcar.!When!compared!to!peer!cities’!transportation!agencies,!SORTA!achieves!the!highest!operational!efficiency.!SORTA’s!recovery!of!$0.37!for!every!$1.00!it!spent!provides!a!context!for!which!to!compare!projected!operational!efficiency!of!the!streetcar.15!!Finally,!the!Economic!Impact!of!the!Banks!Project!in!the!Redevelopment!of!the!Cincinnati!
Central!Riverfront!was!analyzed!to!observe!a!recent!publicWprivate!partnership!executed!by!the!City!of!Cincinnati.!The!Banks!provides!the!bulk!of!development!in!Zone!A1.!Yet,!it!is!difficult!to!determine!if!the!development!is!the!result!of!the!property!being!in!the!vicinity!of!the!streetcar!line,!or!if!the!development!would!occur!without!the!streetcar.!!Rail/Infrastructure!Investment!and!CBA!Considerations:!Throughout!the!planning!phase!of!the!Cincinnati!Streetcar,!Portland’s!streetcar!system!was!often!cited!as!a!model!for!Cincinnati.!Therefore,!Portland!Streetcar:!Development!Oriented!
Transit!by!the!Portland!Office!of!Transportation!was!observed!to!glean!the!benefits!associated!with!the!Portland!system.16!Portland’s!system!was!completed!in!2001,!giving!the!authors!five!years!of!development!for!which!to!grade!the!system.!This!development!includes!over!$2.2!billion!invested!within!two!blocks!of!the!streetcar!alignment,!as!of!2006.!!!
Debunking!Portland!by!the!CATO!Institute!is!a!critical!analysis!of!the!Portland!system,!which!brings!to!light!a!couple!issues!relevant!to!the!Cincinnati!streetcar.17!As!mentioned!in!reference!to!the!Banks!development,!there!is!risk!in!attributing!development!solely!to!proximity!to!the!streetcar!alignment.!This!is!one!of!the!highlights!of!the!CATO!analysis!and!serves!as!the!basis!for!sensitivity!analysis!conducted!on!transit!premium!appreciation!in!certain!streetcar!zones.!The!CATO!analysis!also!cautions!against!the!use!of!tax!increment!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!14!Vredeveld,!George,!et!al.!University!of!Cincinnati’s!Center!for!the!City.!An!Assessment!of!the!Cincinnati!Streetcar.!Publication!Date!Unknown.!15!University!of!Cincinnati’s!Economics!Center.!A!Peer!Public!Transportation!Review:!Evaluating!Metro’s!Operational!Efficiency,!Service!Capacity!and!Fiscal!Impact.!October!2013.!16!Adams,!Sam!and!Carroll,!John.!Portland!Streetcar!Development!Oriented!Transit.!The!Office!of!Transportation!and!Portland!Streetcar,!Inc.!January!2006.!17!O’Toole,!R.!Debunking!Portland.!The!CATO!Institute.!2007.!
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financing!and!other!city!government!resources!to!fund!system!costs,!at!the!peril!of!investment!in!other!government!services!such!as!schools,!police,!fire!departments,!etc.!These!concerns!are!considered!when!proposing!funding!strategies!for!the!operating!shortfall.!!!In!Methods!for!Evaluation!of!Transportation!Projects!in!the!USA,!Lee!discusses!the!costs,!benefits!and!transfers!that!occur!from!investment!in!transportation!projects.18!He!lists!five!objectives!from!which!benefits!can!be!derived:!(1)!save!time,!(2)!reduce!user!agency!and!external!costs,!(3)!improve!safety,!(4)!improve!quality,!and!(5)!increase!consumer!surplus.!This!outlook!helped!to!evaluate!the!benefit!projections!in!the!current!CBA!and!also!provides!a!perspective!that!supports!the!idea!that!benefits!are!not!limited!to!streetcar!riders.!NonWriders!benefit!from!the!system!and,!therefore,!should!bear!part!of!the!cost!burden.!
!
The!Impact!of!Rail!Transit!on!Land!Use:!Evidence!and!a!Change!of!Perspective,!Knight!posits!that!there!is!not!a!clear!causal!relationship!between!rail!transit!and!changes!in!land!use!and!development!patterns.19!Rather,!he!claims!that!positive!change!only!occurs!in!the!presence!of!other!favorable!factors,!such!as!supportive!local!land!use!policies,!development!incentives,!availability!of!developable!land,!and!a!strong!investment!climate.!This!report!provides!further!reason!for!the!sensitivity!analysis!of!transit!premium!appreciation!in!certain!zones.!!!Operating!revenue!is!directly!correlated!with!ridership!demand!estimates.!Quite!simply,!the!more!riders,!the!more!costWefficient!the!system!will!be.!!In!Large!Infrastructure!Projects:!
a!Review!of!the!Quality!of!Demand!Forecasts!and!Cost!Estimations,!van!Wee!conducts!a!literature!review!to!ascertain!the!relationship!between!forecasted!demand!and!actual!demand.20!He!found!that!in!most!cases,!forecasted!demand!was!higher!than!actual!demand.!To!account!for!this!concern,!estimated!ridership!is!included!in!sensitivity!analyses.!!!
Sensitivity!Analysis!in!BenefitQCost!Analysis:!A!Key!to!Increased!Used!and!Acceptance!provides!a!strong!summary!for!the!need!of!sensitivity!analysis,!“it!can!make!a!benefitWcost!analysis!much!more!informative,!can!discourage!abuse,!and!can!make!inadvertent!bias!more!transparent.!Sensitivity!analysis!makes!it!harder!for!public!officials!to!ignore!benefitWcost!analyses!that!get!in!the!way!of!special!interest!politics.”21!!As!mentioned!previously,!The!Measurement!of!Economic!Depreciation!was!used!to!obtain!the!annual!rate!of!economic!depreciation!for!rail!equipment.22!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!18!Lee,!D.B.!Jr.!Methods!for!evaluation!of!transportation!projects!in!the!USA.!2000.!19!Knight,!Robert.!The!Impact!of!Rail!Transit!on!Land!Use:!Evidence!and!a!Change!of!Perspective.!1980.!20!van!Wee,!Bert.!Large!infrastructure!projects:!a!review!of!the!quality!of!demand!forecasts!and!cost!estimations.!2005.!21!Merrifield,!John.!Sensitivity!Analysis!in!BenefitWCostWAnalysis:!A!key!to!Increased!Use!and!Acceptance.!1997.!22!Hulten,!Charles!R.!and!Wykoff,!Frank!C.!The!Measurement!of!Economic!Depreciation.!1980.!!
